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Jews’ Military Attack Gaza Aid
Ships, Murder Passengers

Two people with Hawaii connections are
victims of yesterday’s murderous attacks in
international waters May 31, by Jewish military
special forces from the nuclear armed terrorist
nation of Israel, during which the Jews killed at
least 9 passengers who were bringing aid supplies to Palistine’s Gaza area. Hawaii resident
peace activist Col. Ann Wright and Ken OKeef
were on board the Mavi Marmara when it was
attacked. Okeef was badly beaten by Jewish
soliders. Ken O’Keefe was an advocate for Hawaii rights and sovereignty and
Aloha Aina in early 1990’s after serving in the US Marines.
The slaughter by Jewish military of unarmed passengers was witnessed by
hundreds of other elderly flotilla passengers including many reporters and retired
US diplomat Amb. Edward Peck as well as dozens of humanitarian aid and human
rights workers, several Members of Parliament from Ireland, Germany, Sweden,
Turkey, Malaysia, and Palestinian Members of the Knesset. Clearly they facedt the
Israeli killing machine unarmed, and it was a buchery at sea by the Jews’ military.
The Jews’ military attacked the ship at 4am Gaza time, hundreds of IDF commandos stormed the Free Gaza international humanitarian fleet. Israel is not trying to
hide its true nature: an inhuman murderous collective fuelled by a psychosis and
driven by paranoia with financial and military support from Obama-USA. The
Jews cabinet and military elite were fully aware of their premeditated intent, in
international waters: Jews raided an innocent international convoy of boats carrying cement, paper and medical aid to the besieged Gazans. The Israelis were
using live ammunition murdering and injuring everything around them. One
Jewish commando killed six civilians, and he is now in line to receive a “medal of
valor” for his supposed bravery in shooting civilians in the back and the head.
Peace Activists on the ship Challenger 1 were beaten, tasered, hand-cuffed and
locked in a room. They were also threatened with a muzzled guard dog and were
searched to remove any telephones and cameras. Many more reports are to come..
Now on its way to Gaza is the ship Rachel Corrie which is named after a US
college student who was crushed to death by an Israeli army bulldozer as she
protested over house demolitions in Gaza in 2003. The Rachel Corrie is carrying
hundreds of tonnes of aid, including wheelchairs, medical supplies and cement.
But, the Jews have banned construction materials from entering Gaza, because
they fear materials could be used for military purposes by Hamas against the Jews.
Given the fact that Israel stormed civilian aid vessels sailing under Irish,
Turkish, Comoros, and Greek flags, NATO members and EU countries must
immediately cease their relationships with Israel and close their airspace to Israeli
airplanes. Furthermore, as the Jews’ nuclear submarines are now being stationed
in the Gulf, the world must react quickly and severely. Israeli Zionist Jews have
proven they are mad terrorists and a deadly threat to the World including USA.
The truth is now obvious that the Israeli Nation is a morbid Jewish terrorist
society that lost touch with humanity because this slaughter and war crimes were
committed by the Jews’ popular army that followed instructions given by the Jews’
democratically elected government. Every Israeli Zionist Jew should be considered as a suspected war criminal, and no ally of USA, and all US military/financial
aid stopped. [each bullet fired, each helicopter, and as this snip points out, each
laser rifle sight were paid for with US tax dollars].
USA-Obama, who has sworn his steadfast support for the Zionist Jews’ nation
of Israel, likely will do nothing of substance to stop the Jews’ terrorism and murder of American Citizens. George Ball, the brilliant and courageous
Undersecretary of State at the time of the 1967 Jewish war when the Jewish military attacked unprovoked the USS Liberty killing 34 Americans, said, "....Israel's
leaders concluded that nothing they might do would offend the Americans to the
point of reprisal. If America’s leaders did not have the courage to punish Israel for
the blatant murder of American citizens, it seemed clear that their American friends
would let them get away with almost anything." [Try 9/11 ?] Surviving veterans
of the USS Liberty have been denied and humiliated by Congress and Presidents
every time they attempt to have the attack on the USS Liberty investigated. It is
the only such attack never investigated. Why? Fear of Jewish political powers in
USA politics, media, and banking.
There is growing majority of Americans who are fed up with the mean-espirited little bully called Israel. The anti-semitic crapola is NOT going to work anymore! The jig is up! The tale cannot wag the dog much longer!

Why Did Commissioners Approve
Dunbar’s SMA Exemption?
The size, location, value, and land titles are usually factors underlying decision making by the Molokai Planning Commissioners. And, Kip Dunbar’s
$180,000 house re-construction project of 2,100 sqft Kainalu would normally
have triggered requirements for SMA review. And if Dunbar did not have proof
of Title to the land, as suggested by Paul Kauka Naki-Cullen who testified at the
meeting that Dunbar’s title chain is merely “Broken Titles” and invalid
“QuitClaims” that are trumped by Naki-Cullen’s Royal Patents, the MPC could
not give any approvals.
But the MPC voted to approve an SMA Exemption regardless its a non-emergency, the value exceeds $125-K, and after-the-fact nearly completed without any
permits, inspite of clouded Title claims. The County Planner said it wasn’t
Dunbar’s fault because the County failed to tell him about the SMA requirement.
Dunbar is a former Commissioner, BanOH-Molo manager, etc.

Hearing on Cell Phone Towers 6-9:
Microwaves add up to FRY-POWER
I am being fried to death in my own home by Mobi, Verizon & all the others
that have mounted transmitters on every other condo & building in my area. I
have over 70 transmitters within 4 miles of my home with verizon having 32 in
one location & 12 in the other both within 1/2 mile of my home.
Just found your paper & wondered if you saw the notice in Maui paper for
Mobi's hearing to put up transmitters on Molokai for June 9th ?
If Molokai allows this installation the people will be radiated every day 24
hours a day. The Micro waves will go thru your walls & windows into your whole
house. You will the eat sleep & breath microwaves til you come down with my
headaches & or possibly a cancer of some kind. Humans can not live with this &
the day will come when all the crooks will pay for their corporate greed. It will
be proven but too late for all the victims.
If Molokai wants to remain safe they will have to block all the installations
NOW ! It will only get worse. Once installed there will be no one to help. The
FCC is only another pupet & a joke .
Maybe you can write an article & inform the people as what is about to happened. Good luck.
Ron Schranz on Maui
Dear Eric Shatz [Microwave transmitters]
Thank you for your previous letter & responding to my concerns about micro
wave transmissions. I had politely asked that your company help stop the excessive radiation being transmitted into my home. Unfortunately your only response
was to hide behind FCC GUIDE LINES.
Prior to contacting you I had taken readings at the Kealia site & found that
you were radiating on the ground just below your transmitters at levels around
849 mv/m. Recently I again took readings after your work crews revisited the
transmitters mounted there & NOW low & behold the readings are at 48 mv/m on
the ground just below the building. Obviously you were operating at levels well
outside the guidelines & found it necessary to correct your ILLEGAL transmission levels.
Be advised that I will continue to monitor & record the levels from now on
& file reports & complaints to FCC as necessary. I am now giving you LEGAL
NOTICE: You are hereby notified that you are guilty of Criminal Trespassing.
My home at 85 Honuea place, Kihei Hawaii is EXTREMELY RADIATED
daily due to transmissions from your units. You are hereby notified to cease &
desist all your transmissions from entering upon my property & into my home.
By failing to rectify this situation you will be financially responsible for the
costs of treatment for the onset of any & all cancers, brain tumors, eye problems,
ear problems or any other medical conditions & problems that are caused by RF
(radio frequencies), Microwaves, Wifi etc. that are being radiated onto my property & into my home daily. I am experiencing Head aches, Ear aches, eye aches,
Brain pains, ticking in my ears brain fizzes & nausea due to the constant effects
of your signals upon my body.......By my letter you are aware that the radiation
levels within my home are rendering my home untenable. You have acknowledged that your transmitters are within 7/10 of a mile to my home & now the combination of your transmitters as well as all the other company transmitters surrounding me are directly causing levels of radiation within my home strong
enough to melt my brain daily causing constant pain & damage to me especially
by 24 hours a day non stop exposure.
Upon the onset of any related diseases, eye, ear or brain damage, cancers or
tumor growths etc I will file charges with the District attorney of ATTEMTED
MURDER against you & your company. If any of these conditions prove to be
fatal or incurable in any way I will then seek to file additional charges of PREMEDITATED MURDER against you & your company.
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Available July 1

$1250 Month - Fully furnished
$1000 Security/Cleaning deposit
1 bedroom + home office, min 6 - mo lease
No smoking or pets.
Includes water, trash,
recycling, gardener, pest control
Pay own electric, phone, propane,
cable/Internet
553-5992

Vintage rattan
Flat screen TV
Electric stove
Refrigerator
Washer
Propane dryer
Utility sink
Microwave
Copper cookware
Bamboo steamer
Rice cooker
Coffee grinder
Coffee pot
Toaster
Blender
Dishes, glasses
Flatware, chopsticks
Cooking utensils
Cutting board & knives
Ice & compost buckets
Storage containers
Copper strainer
Sheets, blankets
Bath & beach towels
Cleaning supplies
Alarm clock
Carport & storage
Outdoor shower
Herbs & asparagus

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.

Oil Spill Vigil in Kaunakakai June 8 ?
The BP oil spill is the worst environmental disaster in U.S. history. But
Congress isn't even talking about the bold action we need. So this Tuesday, June 8,
we're organizing emergency Oil Spill Vigils to demand an end to America's addiction to oil. Can you host a vigil in your area?
By Tuesday, the oil spill in the Gulf will have been gushing out for 50 days
straight. It might already be five times larger than the Exxon Valdez, and now BP
says that the spill probably won't be stopped until August.1
Meanwhile, Obama et al in Washington aren't even talking about the real
solution—getting off oil once and for all, and fully powering our economy with
clean energy. It's clear we need a major public outcry to make this horrible tragedy
a turning point.
So on Tuesday—day 50 since the spill—we're organizing emergency Oil Spill
Vigils to demand an end to our dependence on oil, call for stepped-up efforts to end
the spill, and stand in solidarity with all those affected in the Gulf.
How did such mis management of oil and the oil spill happen when we have
powerful government agencies to protects us?
The answers include political donations to Obama by Big Oil, regulatory jobs
to incompetents and collaborators who use their paid work time for computer Porn,
Meth, and Oil Company Parties.
Instead of just inspecting offshore oil platforms, employees of the Minerals
Management Service spent time trading links to Internet porn, shaking off crystal
meth buzzes, and partying on the dime of the oil companies that they were supposed to be regulating, according to a new report released Monday by the Interior
Department's Inspector General.
The IG's investigation of MMS' Lake Charles office, in oil-ravaged Louisiana,
found "a culture where the acceptance of gifts from oil and gas companies was
widespread." <http://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/3011/march-2010-inspector-general-report-on-mms.pdf>Among IG findings:
Thirteen current and former MMS employees in the Lake Charles office used
their MMS email accounts to forward links to Internet porn. Between 2005 and
2009, seven current MMS employees emailed porn 314 times.
Two MMS employees admitted to using crystal meth. In one instance, an
MMS inspector admitted that he "might have been under the influence of the drug
[at work] after using it the day before."
In 2005, two MMS inspectors and their families accepted tickets and a flight
to the Peach Bowl in Atlanta, which were provided at a steep discount by Carlos
Kibodeaux, the owner of Contract Operator Production Services, an offshore oil
service company. "The 40 to 3 ass whupping LSU put on Miami was a lot more
impressive in person," an inspector wrote the next day. "My daughter and I had a
blast."Other gifts from oil companies included meals, hunting and fishing trips,
and entrance fees to skeet shooting and golf tournaments.
A confidential source told investigators that some MMS investigators had
allowed workers on oil platforms to fill out MMS inspection forms. The inspectors
would then sign the forms and turn them in as their own.
In June 2008, an MMS inspector used his government email to conduct
employment negotiations with Island Operating Company, an offshore oil services
company that he had repeatedly cited for breaking safety rules. After his employment negotiations began, he conducted four inspections of IOC oil platforms, none
of which resulted in citations. Soon afterwards, IOC hired him.
While the news that the hard-partiers at MMS prostitute themselves to industry isn't particularly new, most of the past revelations have centered around the
agency's royalty collection arm. That the same problems affect the inspection of
offshore oil platforms is tragic, to say the least, in the context of the BP oil spill.
Asked by a Conoco Phillips employee in an email exchange if he ever takes
bribes, one former inspector said he didn't, but added that he does take "'gifts'"
from "good friends that I wouldn't write up anyway."

Hey, the BP Oil Spill is an Act of God,
if you believe Big Oil is God!
Every
Wednesday

The Moloka'i Advertiser-News
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

CongressTraitors Attack Gun Rights !
Law Gives Obama AG Unlimited Power
of NO Guns for YOU; establish a
national gun registry!

The gun control fanatics in Congress are at it again, capitalizing on the public's media- and government-induced fear of terrorism and contrived anecdotes to promote their watch list and
gun control/gun-grabbing laws against all Americans.
Billed as an "anti-terrorist" measure by the authors, the
details of S. 1317 and its companion bill H.R. 2159 would allow
the Attorney General of the United States to deny the purchase of
a firearm to anyone on the "terrorist watch list." The AG could
accomplish this without due process of law and without the
accused knowing any details of possible suspicion. The responsibility of determining a person's guilt or innocence would be
outside the judicial system and in the hands of the Attorney
General (currently Eric Holder, not personally in favor of gun
rights), and who would not have to produce one shred of evidence for his decision against your gun rights.
S. 2820 would establish a national gun registry. This bill
would require record-keeping of gun transfers for ten years for
anyone who is suspected of being a member of a terrorist organization, and 180 days for all other criminal background checks
relating to firearms transfers. It also repeals "certain provisions
that require the destruction within 24 hours of identifying information for individuals who legally purchase or possess firearms."
With the growing labeling of "homegrown terrorists" extending to concerned citizens who seek a return to constitutional doctrine, the government would have free rein in determining individual gun ownership for those who indeed are not terrorists, all
in direct contradiction to a protected God-given right.
Every American citizen, active patriot or not, should be motivated by such disingenuous rhetoric to oppose all this legislation
vigorously and persistently. Contact your representative and senators about all three pieces of proposed legislation, S. 1317, H.R.
2159, and S. 2820, and let them know you adamantly oppose any
and all attempts to restrict gun ownership through various unconstitutional strategies. Do this BEFORE the shooting starts!
REPUBLIC: (RES=thing; PUBLICA=public. The REPUBLIC or public thing is the CONSTITUTION for the United States
of America. And, keeping it of the People, by the People, and for
the People is the challenge and the reason our Right to Keep and
Bear Arms is vital to our FREEDOM and Liberty. But Obama,
Clinton et al want to take our guns. Why?

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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How to Solve The Humanitarian Problems
Caused by Jews Blockade of Gaza ?
The Dear Molokai Advertiser-News:
The deadly confrontation between the Israeli military and activists off of
Gaza's coast should not be turned into another stale debate between "pro-" and
"anti-" Israel activists. Rather, we should use this moment to ask what can be done
to improve the situation.
At the root of this disaster is the effort to restrict the flow of people and goods
to Gaza. This effort was initiated by Israel (and supported by the Bush administration) after Hamas came to power. This policy failed to improve Israeli security.
Nor did it weaken Hamas.
It is time for the Obama administration to show leadership on this issue.
It should work with the international community - including Egypt, Israel,
and the Palestinian Authority - to create a new security regime for Gaza.
Mechanisms that guarantee Israel's security needs - like crossing points monitored to prevent arms smuggling by international forces - are possible. What is
needed is the political courage to admit failure and to try a new path.
Sincerely, david bohn 808-621-6062

Advocating FairTax Act
Lea Kennedy and Dr. Jake Choiniere greet friends during a receptionm

Lea Kennedy Weds
Jake Choiniere
Newly weds Lea Lehua Kennedy and Jake Choiniere greeted friends at a
wedding celebration on Saturday, May 29th. With Jake’s family and Lea’s parents, Joe and Kathy Kennedy and friends, the couple were married by Rev.
Clayton Ching on Saturday morning. A gathering of friends and family at Aunty
Bridget’s celebrated the marriage in festive Molokai style.
Lea, is a 2000 graduate of Molokai High School and attended college in
Oregon. The groom, graduated from the Universiity of Washington Medical
School on Friday, May 21.
The newly weds will be residing in Seattle while Jake continues his medical
training and Lea iss a nanny and has had assignments around the country .

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

I want to Introduce to the public a new concept for funding the federal government. A new efficient tax system that is completely voluntary. This tax plan has
been introduced to the United States Congress as the FairTax Act(H.R. 25/S. 296).
Imagine keeping every dime of your paycheck. No federal income tax
taken out, no social security or Medicare tax taken out, no taxes on business and
no taxes on investment income. In addition you would get a monthly payment to
cover taxes on all necessities up to the poverty level. All of this replaced with a
consumption tax of 23% on new purchases only. No, the cost of everything you
buy will not necessarily go up 23% under this plan. While the cost of new products would go up, many of the costs to produce products would be eliminated
which would reduce retail prices. How could this be? All taxes and tax compliance
costs like tax preparation and accounting fees on production of a product are
passed on through each process and then eventually passed on to you the consumer.
These are called embedded costs. Economists estimate that there is roughly a 22%
increase in the cost of merchandise due to embedded costs. The FairTax would
remove these costs.
Now imagine how businesses based overseas would react to a country that
does not punish them for creating jobs. A country that says “hey if you come here
and open a business we will not tax you“. Business from all countries would flood
into the U.S. to base their operations. One would literally have to hide under a rock
in order to avoid getting a job.
The underground economy will be taxed at last. Illegal businesses such as
drug dealing, prostitution, as well as legitimate cash only businesses that are evading taxes will finally be contributing to the federal government when they make
purchases.
See the tax code in black and white with this new inclusive tax. When you
see a product at the store for $100 it would be marked at $100 and your receipt will
read $77 retailer $23 tax. No more accountants, special interests groups and politicians helping some become exempt from paying their fair share.
The FairTax would change the way we fund Social Security and Medicare.
Instead of taxing only 158 million workers, over 300 million citizens plus 50 million tourists who come from abroad will be funding our entitlement costs.
No more IRS. No more tax forms, no more tax filing. April 15th will be
just an ordinary day. No fumbling around finding all your tax documents, then paying to have them prepared, and then hoping that everything is done right so as to
avoid the dreaded audit. A consumption tax is a less burdensome tax since it is paid
by individuals both willing and able to pay them. It is not a penalty for productivity like the current income tax system.
The FairTax would encourage citizenship for illegal aliens since citizenship
is required to qualify for the tax prebate included in this tax plan.
There truly is a better way to fund our federal government. It’s time for
a tax code that’s fair, transparent and understandable. We need to end the increasingly complex tax code that is dividing our great nation and start a tax system that
promotes innovation and inspires new hope for a more thriving and prosperous
America for all. Let’s eliminate the special interests groups in Washington and
return the power of government back to its people. The FairTax is the economic
shot in the arm needed to get this country moving again. It’s time to eliminate the
IRS and start the FAIRTAX!!!
Please check out more at fairtax.org. or read The FairTax Book by Neal
Boortz. If this sounds like a good idea to you tell your representatives that you
want the FairTax.
Ken Becker
email: kenb5296@yahoo.com

Message to Congress:
Complete the Fence, or Pack Your Bags
Who ... me !?
I'm not trying to take your country : I'll just flood your schools :
I'm not trying to take your country : I'll just flood your housing
I'm not trying to take your country : I'll just take these parts of your jobs
I'm not trying to take your country : I'll just dominate your political system
I'm not trying to take your country, what's to take ... there's more of me than
there is of you; and - U. - need to get the - S.A. - Out !!!
We the poor ... will fight and win this battle for the future of our nation ; as ...
we the poor have fought and won ALL the battles for this nation. After this battle
is done we the poor will settle up with you the rich .
What kind of monster would take the entry level jobs from our high school
graduates and give them to Illegal Criminal Alien Invaders whose allegiance is out
side our borders ...as is the destination of the funds they Illegally garner. Where a
man's heart is, so are his treasures.
There may be 40 or 60 million Illegal Criminal Alien Invaders in our midst,
but there are 280+ million LEGAL CITIZENS that " ain't having it ". Going
against the will of the people on this matter can only seal your fate.
Clean Congress Repell the invasion Bust the banks. Any questions ...
Sincerely, M.E. Goodwin
1 866 DHS 2ICE
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Obama/Clinton Bribed Sestake?
Its Just Business as Usual !
TIn a major political scandal orchestrated by the Obama Administration, a
popular Democratic congressman from Pennsylvania has revealed that the White
House tried bribing him to drop out of the upcoming U.S. Senate race. Peter Baker
New York Times reports that the White House used former president Bill Clinton
to approach Sestak about the possibility of taking a paid advisory role with to
Obama while dropping out of the Senate primary and remaining in his House seat.
Congressman Joe Sestak said in a television news show that the White House
offered him a top federal job in an effort to keep him from challenging Senator
Arlen Specter in the state’s Democratic primary. A five-term incumbent, Specter
switched from Republican to Democrat last spring after giving Obama the critical
vote for his disastrous and fraud-infested $787 billion stimulus program.
The president clearly wants to return the favor by helping the controversial
lawmaker keep his job. In fact, Obama endorsed Specter at the White House and
has raised money for the 80-year-old lawmaker. Besides the president, many top
Democratic leaders have also tried to dissuade Sestak, a retired Navy admiral, from
challenging Specter.
However, attempting to bribe a legislator with a “high-ranking” federal job is
deplorable and downright unethical to say the least. Obviously this is why Obama
and his White House staff are enraged that Sestak disclosed the unscrupulous backdoor offer to keep him out of the upcoming Democratic primary.
Before Specter bailed on Republicans Obama assured the contentious lawmaker he’d do everything in his power to help him win reelection if he switched
parties. The White House assured Specter there was no Democrat in a position to
make a realistic challenge against him and that he had the “full backing” of the
Obama, which includes campaigning and fundraising by Obama for Specter.
That plan evidently blew up in Obama’s face so he resorted to bribery. Not
only does Specter face stiff competition from Sestak in the Democratic primary,
the Republican former Congressman Pat Toomey is expected to make the general
election and he leads both Specter and Sestak in head-to-head match-ups by about
ten points.
Last week, Sestak defeated Specter, and this has apparently fueled conservative desires to turn the matter into a full-blown criminal investigation. Sean
Hannity has called the purported White House promise a "de facto bribe" and an
"impeachable offense."
The White House immediately denied any such thing had happened. Then in
March, press secretary Robert Gibbs said, "I'm told that whatever conversations
have been had are not problematic." Since then, he has refused to answer questions
about the Sestak affair, repeatedly referring to that details-free March statement.
Last week—after Sestak reiterated that he had received that White House offer—
ABC News' Jake Tapper pressed Gibbs to explain what had transpired between
Sestak and the White House/Gibbs declined, leading to a testy exchange:
GIBBS: Jake, I don't have anything to add to what I said in March.
TAPPER: But you never really explained what the conversation was....if the
White House offers a congressman a position in the administration in order to convince that congressman to not run for office—
GIBBS: Jake, I don't have anything to add to that.
TAPPER: But you've said a number of times that you would get something for
us on that.
GIBBS: And I did. And I gave that answer in March, and I don't have anything
to add to that.
TAPPER: But do you really think the American people don't have a right to
know about what exactly the conversation was?
GIBBS: Jake, I don't have anything to add to what I said in March.
The issue, though, is whether any conversation of this sort—if it indeed
occurred—would have violated the law. In April, the person leading the GOP
charge on this front, Rep. Darrell Issa, the senior Republican on the committee on
oversight and government reform, sent a letter to Attorney General Eric Holder Jr.
requesting that he name a special prosecutor to determine if "a crime was committed." Issa listed three provisions of the US criminal code as relevant. One prohibits
anyone from soliciting or accepting "any money or thing of value" for helping
someone obtain a federal job. The second prohibits a federal employee from using
his "official authority for the purpose of interfering with, or affecting, the nomination or the election of any candidate" for federal office. The third prohibits anyone
from promising a job in return for certain political activity.
The language cited by Issa seems like it could be stretched to apply to the
Sestak case. But Stan Brand, a Washington lawyer who specializes in ethics matters, says that he has read Issa's letter to Holder and thinks "it is far-fetched." He
notes that the provisions Issa mentioned are designed to deal with coercion, fraud,
and vote-buying, not "the rough and tumble of political horse-trading." Promising
someone a job, he adds, is not the same as exchanging "money or something of
value." Moreover, he notes, there have never been any prosecutions of the sort Issa
contemplates in this instance.
"This is a nice political ploy," Brand says. "But it has no legal substance. The
president can promise Sestak the moon for a political reason. That's the system."

Soldier In Iraq Loses $300-K
Home Over $800 HOA Dues
Capt. Michael Clauer's homeowners' association foreclosed on his family's
$300,000 house and sold it for $3,500.
Michael Clauer is a captain in the Army Reserve who commanded over 100
soldiers in Iraq. But while he was fighting for his country, a different kind of battle was brewing on the home front. Last September, Michael returned to Frisco,
Texas, to find that his homeowners' association had foreclosed on his $300,000
house—and sold it for $3,500. This story illustrates the type of legal quagmire that
can get out of hand while soldiers are serving abroad and their families are dealing
with the stress of their deployment. And fixing the mess isn't easy.
Michael went on active duty in February 2008 and was sent to Iraq. After he
shipped out, his wife May slipped into a deep depression, according to court documents. "A lot of people say that the deployment is more stressful on the spouse
than the actual person who's being deployed," Michael, 37, says in an interview
with Mother Jones. May Clauer had two kids to take care of—a ten-year-old and
a one-year-old with a serious seizure-related disorder. In addition, she was worried
sick about her husband. Michael's company was doing convoy security in Iraq—
an extremely dangerous job. "It was a pretty tough year for the whole company,"
he says. "We had IEDs, rocket attacks and mortar attacks, and a few soldiers that
were hurt pretty bad and had to be airlifted back to the States."
Seeking to avoid hearing about the situation in Iraq, May stopped watching the
news. She rarely answered the door, and Michael says he couldn't tell her when he
went "outside the wire"—off-base. May also stopped opening the mail. "I guess
she was scared that she would hear bad news," says Michael. That was why she
missed multiple notices from the Heritage Lakes Homeowners Association informing her that the family owed $800 in dues—and then subsequent notices stating
that the HOA was preparing to foreclose on the debt and seize the home.
In Texas, homeowners' associations can foreclose on homes without a court
order, no matter the size of the debt. In May 2008, the HOA sold the Clauers' home
for a pittance—$3,500—although its appraisal value was $300,000, according to
court documents. The buyer then resold the house to a third person. (Select
Management Co., the company that manages Heritage Lakes, declined to comment
for this story.)
It wasn't until June 2009 that May realized what had happened. Around that
time, the new owner started demanding rent from the Clauers. She told Michael,
who was still in Iraq. "At first I didn't believe it," he says. "I didn't understand how
someone can take your house and not give you anything for it." When Texas Gov.
Rick Perry visited Iraq in July, Michael says he told him about the problem.
According to Michael, Perry called May and put lawyers in touch with the Clauers'
attorney, but couldn't do much to alleviate the situation. (Perry's office didn't
respond to calls seeking comment.) In August 2009, the new owner sent the couple an eviction notice, according to court records filed in the case. In Iraq, "the
stress level was finally starting to come down," says Michael, and he was "starting
to see the light at the end of the tunnel." He adds, "Then all of a sudden I get hit
with this, and I'm trying to get out of there and get home and see what I can do to
fight this."
At no point did anyone from the HOA—which is, after all, composed of the
Clauers' neighbors—appear to have tried to visit May Clauer's house to talk to her
about the problem. "The HOA board members...don't live very far from me at all,"
Michael Clauer says. There were "neighbors owing much more than us [who] were
notified in person of pending foreclosures, but my wife only received a few letters." David Schechter of the Dallas/Fort Worth television station WFAA, which
<http://www.wfaa.com/news/local/Frisco-soldier-comes-home-to-find-homesold-by-HOA-93829194.html>first reported this story, notes that the "Clauers'
HOA says homeowners are free to call them, but they do not call or visit homeowners when there's a problem. They're only required to send a certified letter."
There are a bevy of laws that are supposed to protect servicemembers from
losing their homes or jobs while they're on active duty, including the
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA). The homeowners' association's lawyer
filed an affidavit wrongly claiming that neither of the Clauers was on active duty,
says Barbara Hale, the couple's lawyer. Hale is seeking to have the court reverse
the foreclosure and declare it "null and void," she says.
In the meantime, the Clauers have obtained an agreement allowing the family
to stay in the home, Hale says. She's "confident that the courts will sort this out and
do the right thing," but notes that the drawn-out legal process must be stressful for
the Clauers.
The one good thing for the Clauers about Michael's deployment to Iraq was
that it gave them a chance to get their finances in order. Michael got a bonus and
expenses at home were lower. Now all of that money is gone, says Michael, who
is currently working as a production supervisor at a roofing company. "It's ridiculous how much this is costing us," he says. "I'll be taking out a mortgage on my
house that was free and clear just to try to get my house back."
Lauren Bean, a spokeswoman for Clauers' congressman, GOP Rep. Michael
Burgess, says that Burgess is "aware of Capt. Clauer's issue," but says it is "office
policy to not comment on constituent casework."
Even if he can't get his family's home back, Michael hopes that the public will
pay attention to his story and push for changes to the laws that give Texas HOAs
so much power. "We don't want to see this happen to other people," he says.
Apparently the wife was never taught to defend herself with a gun.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

